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June 23, 2021  

To: Senate Committee on Rules; [others]... 

Re: [SCR 24]...Time Has run out this session. 

 

Here is your brief "Report card" for the 81st Legislative Assembly. 

 

1.  Portland Riots, Arson, Thefts, Assaults of all kinds, attempted Murder of many Portland Police Officers and et 

cetera. Mainly, a state sponsored destruction of our laws and societal norms. There is "No" adequate grade to define 

your egregious if not criminal complicit conduct in the acceptance and or tolerance of the continuous destruction of 

Portland.  

The Oregon State Legislature is the "worst of the worst" accomplices to the "acceptance" of criminal conduct, 

thereby, enabling and facilitation of criminal conduct of all kinds which continues unabated. 

The Oregon State Legislature's conduct can be likened to, "lying your butts-off" by declaring to the public, the 

actions of the Urban terrorists referenced herein, were the acts of "peaceful protesters." 

*You should have invoked "Marshal law" and simultaneously activated the Oregon State National Guard to restore 

law and order and to place the Urban terrorists into permanent submission. 

 

2. Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) expansions. [Pendleton, Bend, Malheur County] 

 

The worst case of UGB expansions deals with [HB 2282] which was somehow melded into [HB 3318 A]. 

The "end-run" or rather the manipulation of ancillary government bodies within Oregon; whose function to enforce 

Land Use Laws were; officially, blatantly and with reckless disregard-intentionally manipulated to permit the City 

of Bend's UGB to be expanded under the guise of "Affordable housing." The more accurate description of the 

official "scam" is to consummate a lousy land deal for 22 Million dollars for Oregon schools while developers will 

reap who knows how many hundreds of millions of dollars. By the way, where does Bend get its' water? Will the 

UGB expansion and proposed development have ample water? 

 

3. Lottery Money. Increasingly, Oregon is relying on "Gambling revenues" to support more and more services. 

The selling of Lottery Bonds to finance the Parks and Recreation Department's entire operations is foolhardy and 

irresponsible. Oregon Health Authority must provide "Gambling addiction and recovery services." 

 

4. Marijuana Tax Revenue. Again, municipalities and Counties have become "addicted" to this revenue stream to 

fund necessary services. This is unacceptable, irresponsible and yet another in a continuing series of "Piss-poor" 

management of fiduciary duties to the taxpayers. 

 

5. The Housing and Community Services Department is a metastasized cancer, hemorrhaging taxpayer money faster 

than it is allocated. A serious review and systematic downsizing of this department should occur, but it is not. 

The Housing and Community Services Department is a "Welfare state" all into itself designed and maintained to 

retain dependent persons as recipients of the myriad of "free services." 

 

6. The inclusion of ""Critical Race Theory" and the "1619" project to indoctrinate children into Marxist and or 

socialist behaviors itself are heinous, criminal acts. The elevation of the Black Lives Matter and ANTIFA 

organizations as being legitimate representations pertaining to necessary changes to our society are destructive to 

every facet our great nation was founded upon. 

 

7. The "Systemic Racism" being incorporated into government programs and contracts for services is alarming as it 

is unconstitutional. Giving "preferential treatment to Black, Indigenous People of Color (BIPOC)" as a matter of 

official government conduct rather than "equal treatment of everyone under the law" is unconstitutional, divisive 

and is nothing more than "government sponsored racism." 
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8. "Free-rent" and other issues surrounding the "Eviction Moratoriums" as mere vote-buying exercises instead of 

solving the problems associated with affordable housing is yet another failure. 

 

9. The Eastern Oregon Economic Development Border Region and its attacks on; Exclusive Farm Zoning (EFU), 

preferential treatment in the Testing procedures for Civil Service Jobs, dumbing down of professional licensures, 

the need for higher Marijuana Taxes would be topics for a comedy show if it were not seriously real time 

governmental behaviors. 

 

10. Oregon's continuous seditious conduct providing a "sanctuary state" for illegal aliens is costing taxpayers 

significant amounts of money and shows how Oregon Legislators will sell the United States of America down the 

river. Oregon represents a Member in good standing with the "New Confederacy" and if the Governor gets her 

legislation through for interstate commerce with Marijuana (Cannabis) products, Oregon will also be likened to a 

"Drug Cartel." Actually, the City of Ontario Oregon is your typical drug-dealer.  Through public testimony, an 

Ontario, Oregon government official stated 90% of Ontario's excess of $100 Million dollar Marijuana (Cannabis) 

sales were derive from drug addicts from Idaho. Imaging that. 

 

11. Voting by Mail, Motor Voter Registration must end. I consistently receiving other peoples mail and I don't 

support Illegal Aliens getting driver's licenses and or being able to vote. 

 

Well, I could continue dissecting the Oregon's 81st Legislative Assembly's shenanigans but, I have some work to do 

in my garden and apiary (Honey Bees). 

 

Too me, the Oregon Legislature has screwed-up royally this session. 

 

My neighbors say, "Get used to it." 
 

           Respectfully submitted,  

         /s/ David S. Wall 
        Mr. Oregon gives the "Finger" to the Oregon Legislature. 
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